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What is “ФИШЕР”?
The word ‘fisher’ in the
printing data as seen on the
edge of the printed sheet
appears according to [1] on the
stamps sheets listed in Table 1,
printed by typography.
As it worked out [2], I
managed to decipher the
reference data of the printing
house on the stamp sheets
(Fig. 1) fairly well:
Macт. (= Macтерская) workplace, plant or hall in
which the printing and
other machines are located.
• маш. (= машинa) printing machine.
•

Except for one piece of data:
•

фишер (= ?). For almost
two years I and another
friend tried to get our heads
around it. We searched in
all available dictionaries, a
large 6-part work of the
Academy of Sciences,
technical, semantic and
philatelic dictionaries,
Czech and Russian, but
found nothing.

Someone claimed it was the
typesetter. I searched in the
direction of “mikrofiš” and
judged that it was a series of
several plates. This was until I
turned to my niece Marinka
who resides in Russia. She is a
lady whose hobby is
organisation and
administration. She found
much valuable information for
this search. On my advice, she
turned also to FGUP Goznak,
into which the Moscow
printing house Goznak was
transformed, the publisher of
various security products,
including postage stamps. She

Fig. 1
Catalogue

Denomination

Image

Colour

Year of issue

Mi 578

20k

Kolkhoz
farmer

Green

1938

Mi 676

5k

Worker

Brownish red

1939

Mi 677

10k

Female
worker

Dark greyish
blue

1936-7

Mi 679

15k

Soldier

Greyish green

1939

Mi 682

30k

Aviator

Prussian blue

1939

Mi 683

50k

Kolkhoz
farmer

Brown

1941

Table 1 (see Fig. 6)

received a message from the
General Director’s Assistant Chief of the Press Service, Ms.
Natalie Nikiforova informing
her that “fisher” is the
perforation machine of
German company Fischer &
Krecke! Russian staff at
Goznak simply gave the name
‘fisher’ to the machines of the
Fischer company. In the same
way, Czechs refer to their
Škoda car as a ‘Škodovka’, or a
British gentleman may refer to
his Rolls-Royce simply as a
‘Rolls’. How easy, my dear
Watson!
Ms. Nikiforova even sent me
several photographs, including
one of the machine plate (Fig.
2) and also divulged some

Fig. 2

interesting information:

Russia purchased a set of these
machines in 1913 and they
operate to the absolute
satisfaction of Goznak to the
present day! (Figs. 3-5). FGUP
Goznak has published a
magazine “Bодянойзнак” (=
Watermark) twice a year since
2003. You can find
information about this on the
internet. She asked me to
submit a contribution to it.
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I wrote an article about the
watermark ЭЗГБ on Russian
stamps that were used from
1864 until 1906. All
catalogues, Russian and those
abroad, mention just 2 of its
positions, although
theoretically there are eight of
them. I asked Russian
philatelists for more
information on these data. My
niece informed me that they
liked the article.
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The Fischer & Krecke company was established in 1880 by
Gustav Fischer in the town of Bielefeld near Hanover. In 1888
he was joined by the technician William Krecke and together
they constructed various items of printing equipment. In 1905,
Krecke left the company and Fischer became the sole owner. He
received around 60 patents in the sector. At the present time,
the company has been transformed into the Fischer Group [2].
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Fig. 6: Stamp sheets (see Table 1)
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